SAAB presents tools to Latin America for
safeguarding society and population’s security


The company foresees to give Colombia and Latin America the best tools for
safeguarding society and population’s security

Bogotá, December 2017. Through the company of Defense and Security SAAB,
Expodefensa’s professional visitors will have the chance of learn about the fight
airplane Gripen, as well as the surveillance capacities like the Saab 2000 Erieye
AEW&C, and naval fight systems as the 9LV CMS, among others.
“Our main goal in the fair is present a systemic approximation that we consider
relevant for the local context. We are exhibiting solutions as the fight airplane,
radar air systems and defense systems in air and ground, which create a very
efficient structure of air superiority. Our objective is giving Colombia and Latin
America the best tools to safeguard society and population’s security”, revealed
the vice-president and executive director of SAAB in Colombia, Thomas Linden.
The firm considers the fair as an important opportunity for the creation of new
synergies with regional allies and potential partners, allowing through these
collaborative dynamics an investment return and an opportunity for clients and
local defense industry.
Some of the products and solutions that SAAB has in the fair are:
Gripen, the smart fighter plane: Gripen is an unique fight plane concept
because, in one smart fight system balances and excellent operational efficiency,
high technology solutions, cost-efficiency and industrial cooperation alliances.
SAAB 2000 Erieye AEW&C: An early alert system to guard and control sea and
air areas of high magnitude. It watches borders, air space and sea lanes to
strength national security and contribute in fight missions against piracy and
smuggling.
RBS 70 NG: Short rang air defense system that provides protection for ground
forces against air-transported threats from 250 m to 9 km. The system is portable,
easy to configure and operate, and is capable of give 24 hour coverage in every
climate.
9LV Fight Managent System: Highly integrated system that gathers the
information of the ship’s sensors, guns and communications, giving unbeatable
flexibility. 9LV SGC offers all C4I services for all kind of navy platforms, from patrol
ships to submarines.

9LV Fire Control System: The system offers quick and trustable protection
against any objective in any scenario, from asymmetric surface threats to
advanced missiles at sea level. Two of the 9LV SCF main components, exposed
in Expodefensa 2017, are fire directors CEROS 200 and EOS 500.
Navy Radar Familiar: The radar family Sea Giraffe supports navy forces with a
large capacities range on air defense, air surveillance, guns location and detection
and warning. Different radar variations are adjusted to different applications.
With products as Sea Giraffe 1X, Sea Giraffe 4A and Sea Giraffe AMB, SAAB
supports big and small ships, providing the necessary conscience to protect ships,
borders and assure navy superiority.
IDAS (Self-protection for air platforms): Early alert system, designed for providing
self-protection in different threat environments. It can be configured for becoming a
high level system with laser alert, missile approaching alert and full capacity of
multispectral radar detection.
ESTL counter-measure device: It has a missile approaching alert for
counteracting ratio and infrared frequency threats. ESTL device counts with selfprotection mechanisms and can be used in any fixed wing airplane with interface
for AIM-9 or AIM-120.
Solution Sirius SIGINT (Signal Intelligence): Sirius SIGINT delivers strategic
intelligence based on signs recognition. Also offers situation conscience in real
time for tactic missions recollecting information in an efficient and effective way.

